Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 26

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
6. a suitcase, for example
7. able to work well with others
9. able to produce new ideas
11. opposite of courage
12. a source of cooking oil that grows on trees
15. a word that describes
17. a written announcement
18. A small, wrapped ____ arrived in the mail.
19. an ocean journey
24. originally living in a particular place
26. A closet is used for ___.
27. something passed down from earlier generations
28. one who learns a skill by working for a skilled worker
29. a drink
30. assistance

Down
1. a picture on a surface or in the mind
2. to be in charge of a project or organization
3. The work of a business happens here.
4. fairness
5. one who looks for evidence to solve crimes
8. an opinion not based on evidence
10. a short section of a written work
13. bravery
14. a member of one's family
16. awareness of facts
18. What ____ do you speak besides English?
21. the cost of mailing a letter or package
22. trash
23. The couple had a long and happy ___.
25. normal